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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Protocol 
Extra Spiritual Support for Compromised Immune Systems 
 

As most people with a compromised immune system already know you need 

constant extra care for your delicate and sensitive body. So, it only follows that you 

would need extra spiritual support for your sensitive soul.   

This is a protocol developed for all who have compromised immune systems, 

weak lungs or bodies made vulnerable by chronic or long term illness and 

accompanying medical treatment. Please use it with love to strengthen and empower 

your body to not only be able to stand up to Coronavirus exposure but, to also be strong 

enough to shake off whatever ails you more effectively and to fully heal. 

This is not an immunization or a medical treatment for disease such as might be 

prescribed by a physician. This protocol is a complementary subtle energy support for 

the spiritual being and it is meant to strengthen your body-mind-heart-spirit connection 

and help any treatment you are receiving work better for you.  

All Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine protocols are designed to work compatibly 

with medical procedures, prescribed medicines and complementary treatments. This 

protocol will support you to receive and assimilate all such prescriptive treatments more 

effectively. It does this by inclusively and purposefully allowing the subtle structure to be 

more spiritually accepting of medicates and less compatible to disease and toxic 

substances.  

Because the Sacred Anatomy’s job is to work hard to non-judgmentally 

accommodate and embrace anything that is happening to it; which includes illness in 

the physical body, it is important to work consciously with the Human Energy Structure 

and to engage it to heal the whole being. This will enable you to support a shift of the 

entire subtle self to include and accept all positive efforts for physical healing. This must 

be done consciously and spiritually with the subtle energy structure. The structure seeks 

to be whole is one of the simplest and most potent Operating Principles of Sacred 

Anatomy Energy Medicine.  
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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Protocol 
Extra Spiritual Support for Compromised Immune Systems 
 
FYI: This protocol is for the use of SAEM Practitioners and Sacred Anatomy Energy 
Medicine Bag Carriers. For non- Practitioners, please use the accompanying video and 
share it with others you want to support.  
 

1. When doing this for a client: make sure you have their verbal permission and that you 

are using the Edge Practice.  

2. Surround the client in triple sticky boxes to capture any virus or debris they release. (The 

boxes are from inner to outer: removal, rebuild and safety.) 

3. Remove all used signatures of medications (others that come up, to remove).  

4. Pull all current medications into a special medicine cabinet located inside the HES and 

not related to the triple sticky boxes. This medication will be removed from the medicine 

cabinet and attuned at the end of the protocol. You will only be suspending it for the 

duration of the protocol to allow for deep cleansing.  

5. Bring the White Light of Cleansing through the physical body like you are bringing in the 

Rainbow Lights. Stroke the Thought Form (or if you are lucky enough to be with someone 

in person, their) structure. Move from top to bottom releasing everything and anything 

that is not of you (them) out through the base of the HES. See the White Light of 

Cleansing pushing unwanted virus, bacteria and toxins out of every single cell from head 

to toe out and into the innermost removal box. Monitor release. 

6. Condense the removal box and like an encapsulated astral removal trap. Capture any 

and all virus or debris pushed out by the White Light of Cleansing. Pull the removal box 

out and calling upon Archangel Michael. Give the removal box to him. Immediately add 

another outer box which becomes the new safety box. (Rebuild box becomes removal 

box and safety box now becomes rebuild.) 

7. Bring in Surrender (Chinese red) to go after more deeply held virus, bacteria or toxin. First 

stroke the HES like you are bringing in the Rainbow Lights. Then, thoroughly rake the 

HES as well as pushing deeply into the bio layer with light fingers coated in Surrender 

while continuing to bring in more Surrender. Flick and scrape any accumulated debris off 

your light fingers and place it into the sticky box. Monitor release. 

8. Condense the removal box and like an encapsulated astral removal trap, capture any 

and all virus or debris pushed out by Surrender. Pull the removal box out and calling upon 

Archangel Michael give the removal box to him. Do not add another outer box- now you 

have only two boxes. 
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9. Wash your hands. 

10. Fill the entire structure with ULL. Pack it in densely. Thickly surround the edge with ULL 

to Strengthen the Integrity of the Soul Layer. 

11. Open the four vertical chakra conduits at the four aspects and bring ULL into them to 

release and flush out any hidden virus, disease or toxin that might be caught in 

innermost part of the BES.  

12. To release put vents into each of the chi pools, gold and blue. Vent the purpose current 

of the chi pool chakra independently, straight out into the universal. Remember the four 

aspects become three conduits (like the three core currents) so by the chi pool that is all 

you will vent. 

13. Condense the rebuild box around any debris that might be shaken loose by the action of 

the ULL and the venting of the vertical chakra conduits.  

14. Pull the rebuild box out and calling upon Archangel Michael give the rebuild box to him. 

Do not add another outer box- now you have only one box. Leave this last box in place. 

15. Transfuse the structure to rebuild and strengthen it with specific replenishing energies. 

Bring in: Replenish (light yellow), Restoration of Hope (cerulean blue), Sanctuary (lavender), 

and the Blue Light of Healing (lapis lazuli blue).  

16. Dowse for any additional replenishing energies. 

17. Remove the final box by calling Archangel Michael to lift it up and away. 

18. Remove all current medications from the medicine cabinet one at a time and attune 

them for use. Dismiss the cabinet when you are finished with it. 

19. Harmonize the Layers, Harmonize the BES and Harmonize the BOL. 

20. IBWSIB 

 
Post Protocol 

As always, rest after a SAEM treatment and allow yourself to fully integrate the 

shift to your subtle and physical systems. Going for a walk is helpful. So is a protein 

containing meal, drinking extra water and taking a bath in equal parts sea salt (not 

Epsom salts) and baking soda (not baking powder).  

Remember, transformation is a natural action of the subtle anatomy but more 

difficult for the physical body, which comes along more slowly. So be kind and patient 

with yourself.  


